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Abstract. We construct a perturbative series for order parameters and other interesting observables

of the Hopfield model. It is shown that the L2 norm of the n-th term of the expansion is

bounded by an. We apply this construction to the I? fluctuation of the order parameter r and we

find that the coefficients of its expansion vanish in the thermodynamic limit. Using a recent result
[1] we deduce that the replica symmetric solution of the Hopfield model holds at any order of a.

1 Introduction

The interest in the Hopfield model arose because it is the first model with an increasing
number of patterns and neurons which was solved by physicists [2] and which exhibits the

property of associative memory. This model was introduced in [3] many years ago in order to
study its asymptotic free-energy but the properties of the associative memory of the model

were not considered there and the number of patterns was finite. Since the appearence of the
first solution of the Hopfield model many generalizations exhibiting interesting properties
have been constructed. The solution of these kind of models is always reduced to the
computation of the averaged free-energy in the N —> oo limit and to the solution of a set of
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equations for the order parameters which are found by applying the saddle-point method.
Unfortunately this computation is done following the so called replica method which is not
rigorous from the mathematical point of view. In [4] a rigorous method, called the cavity
method, was proposed for finding the asymptotic mean free-energy and the saddle-point
point equations for the Sherrington and Kirkpatrick (S-K) model. The main idea of this
method is the same of the classical cavity method used by Parisi [5] for solving the spin-
glass models but its realization in the paper of Pastur and Shcherbina is very different.
This method gives the same result as the replica method in the case of replica symmetry.
The replica symmetry hypothesis was substituted with the more suitable hypothesis of the
self-averaging of the Edward-Anderson order parameter q. This hypothesis can be verified
by numerical simulations more easily than replica symmetry. A generalized version of this
approach was applied to the Hopfield model in [1] to obtain the saddle-point equations which
were derived in [2] by using replica trick. In this derivation the self-averaging property of
the Edward-Anderson order parameter is a sufficient condition. In [6] it was shown that,
for any ß, the free-energy of the Hopfield model is self-averaging in the L2 sense. The proof
of this fact is based on the method proposed in [4] to prove the selfaveraging property of
the free energy of the S-K model. The main mathematical objects used in these proofs were
the martingale differences. In [7] this argument was generalized in order to obtain the a.s.

convergence. This approach was used also in [8] where the large deviation principle for the
free-energy in a strong form was obtained. Using this property it was shown (see [8]) that
there exists a ball, in the space of the overlaps, around a Mattis state such that, for a small
enough, the Gibbs measure of the complement to this ball tends to zero when N —? oo with
probability one. A stronger version of the s.a. property was found in the paper [9] in the
high temperature region. In this paper it is also shown the central limit theorem for the
free-energy of the Hopfield model in the case of a finite and when T > 1 + •Ja. The rigorous
derivation of the saddle point equations has been applied also to the model which retrieves

sequences of patterns (see [10]- [12]) and for the hetero-associative model called B.A.M [13].

Thus the cavity method is a good tool for solving in a rigorous way the neural network
models as well as the replica trick. But the check of the condition of the s.a. property of q

remains an open question which was investigated up to now only numerically.

The other direction of rigorous investigation of the Hopfield model deals with the case
when the number of patterns is finite or grows slower than the number of neurons. The first
result was obtained in [3], It was proved that, if the number of patterns is finite, then the
free-energy converges, as N —> oo to the well known Curie-Weiss (mean-field) expression.
Other interesting results for the finite number of patterns have been obtained in [14], [15],

[16]. The result found by [3] was extended to the case p ~ log N in [17] and finally in [6]

to the most general case when p —> oo, N —? oo, in such a way that p/N —> 0. The Curie-
Weiss expression of the free-energy can be considered as the first term of an expansion of
the asymptotic free-energy in powers of a.

In this paper we construct an asymptotic expansion in a of the order parameters of the
Hopfield model which implies in a natural way the construction of the a-expansion for the
free-energy. We remark that since our expansion is an asymptotic one all our estimates are
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true when a is small enough. The Hamiltonian considered by us is that of the Hopfield
model with the addition of the usual symmetry breaking term:

i^j i

where

The symmetry breaking term t Y^i £,*>% is introduced in order to study the retrieval property
of the model following the approach of Amit et al. [2], Our results hold for t ^ 0 but for
T > 1 the same method can be applyed to the case t 0. The series is generated trough an
integration by parts. The Gibbs measure < > is expressed as a measure in the space of
overlaps and the Hamiltonian which generates this measure is expanded around the solution
of the Curie-Weiss mean field theory. Each term of the expansion can be bounded in L2 norm
by an integer power of a. We show that, if we apply this construction to the expectation
of A Y^ßi,(< rnßmv > — < mß >< m" >)2, then all the coefficients of the expansion of
A converge to zero when N —> oo. Since according to the results of [1] A —> 0 implies that
the replica symmetry saddle-point equations hold, we have got that the replica symmetry
solution of the Hofpield model holds in any order of a.

The paper is organized as follows: in Section 2 we introduce the definitions and show
three technical lemmas which are useful for estimating the L2 norm of the generic term of
the series. In Section 3 we costruct the expansion for the order parameter of the model (1.1).
In Section 4 we estimate the L2 norm of the rest of the series. In Section 5 the convergence
to zero of all the coefficients of the expansion of EA is shown. Finally in Section 6 we give
the conclusions.

2 The Model

Let S_ (Si,..., Sn), Si +1 he the collection of the activities of a system with N neurons
and {£f}, i 1,... N, p 1,.. .p the set of the patterns stored in the system through
the Hebb synapsis Jy of the form (1.2), where the patterns {£f} are indipendent equally
distributed random variables with values ±1 and zero mean.

Consider the Hamiltonian of the Hopfield model of the form (1.1). As it was mentioned
in the first section, the second term in the Hamiltonian is introduced in order to study the
retrieval of the first pattern. For T < 1 t will be considered fixed throughout the paper, but
for T > 1 it can be zero. Let < • >-n be the Gibbs average generated by the Hamiltonian
(1.1) and let tp(S_) be an observable. Using a standard gaussian trasformation < tp(S_) >H
can be expressed by means of an integral on the RP space with coordinates m (m1,. fhP)

„ rc-w ^ r~W - J dmtpi(m)e-^m)
< p(S) >n=< pi(m) >H= - j^^ ¦ (2.1)
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where H (m) and tpx (m) are given by

N 1

H (m) - £(rô")2 - -, E log 2 cosh ß(£ tfm» +1&)
A

ß Pi ß

,-,_ Esf(S)exp(-/3Er¦%£„m^r + #))*™~ Eaexp(-/3E,Si(E^^tf + «J)) j

The average of the type (2.1) will be denoted with the symbol < • >H, where H is an Hamiltonian

written as a function of the overlaps obtained by making the above transformations.
It may be H(rh) or the Hamiltonian (2.6) H(m) or other kind of Hamiltonians which will
be introduced after. Consider the Curie-Weiss free-energy /0:

/0(2:) -- log2cosh/3(:r + t) + x2/2 (2.3)

and let z be the value for which fo(x) takes its global minimum, i.e. z is the positive solution
of the equation:

z taxmß(z + t). (2.4)

To simplify formulae we shift the origin of the m variables in z:

mß mß- z8ß'1

and denote by H(m) the Hamiltonian obtained from H(fh) by using this change of variables.
We introduce also notaions C, J2Pß=i Cßmß and denote by <p(x) the rest of the Taylor
expansion of fo(x) around z thus, setting d fó'(z) 1 — ß(l — z2), we have:

h(x + z) f0(z) + ±x2 + <P(x). (2.5)

By using this notation we get

H{m) Nfo(z) + ^-d((I - XA)m,m) - Nz £ hßm" + £ <P{Ci) (2.6)
2 n=i t=i

where

^(^zeau-^1)
ßd 1 - fS(z) ß(l

1 - ßd fZ(z) 1 - /5(1 - z2)

iv t=i
The symbol < • > denotes the expectation < ••• >h generated by H(m). We are going
to set up a perturbative series for the order parameters of the Hopfield model using the

expansion (2.5) around solution z of the mean field equation (2.4) and the corresponding
representation (2.6) for the Hamiltonian H(m). The expectation of the n-th term of the
expansion have been constructed is bounded by the n-th power of the parameter a. This
estimate is based on three technical lemmas.
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Lemma 1 Let Xt(x) be 0 if x < Ty/ct, 1 if x > Ty/ä and M {EM(mM)2}1/2 then there
exixts a constant t0 such that for t > t0

< Xt(M) >< exp(-A(r - r0)aconst)

with probability larger than

PN 1- exp(-a4/3A2/3 const (2.7)

Proof.

It is easy to see that, if t ^ 0 then, since z is a global minimum point, there exist two
constants 0 < fcj < k2 such that

|(m - zf < f0(m) - fo(z) < |(m - z)2

Let us note, that if T ß^1 > 1 and t 0 then there exists only one minimum 2 0 and
this inequality also can be used.

Using the definitions of f0 and H(m) we can write

N p

H(m) - Nf0(z) --Y,Aß»™ßm» - Nz*£hßmß + E(/o(E fftfm" + z) - f0(z))
" ßv ß i ß=l

< -~ E Aßvmßm" -NzY: hßm» + |E E ^™'™"
ßV ß ßV i

< ^(k2Yt(rnß)2 + (k2-l)(Am,m) + Nz(Y/(hß)2)l/2M (2.8)
1

ß ß

But

(E(^)2) (E^"1)2) < Mil2
ß ß

and we have shown in a previous paper [6] that ||.A|| < 3-y/a with probability larger than
Pn defined by (2.7). Then we can continue the estimates in (2.8):

Ni'j - 3q1/2^-^]M2 - ZNza^M < H(m) - Nf0(z)

< [^ + 3ai/2(fc2-l)]M2 + 3Nzai/2M (2.9)

We choose a small enough to provide the positivity of the coefficients in front of M2 in the
l.h.s of (2.9) and denote by fcj this coefficient and by fc2 corresponding coefficient in the r.h.s.
of (2.9). Thus we get:

—kiM2 - 3Nza1/2M < H(m) - Nf0(z) < —k2M2 + 3Nza1/2M
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Now by using this inequality we can estimate the expectation of Xt(M):

J dmXr(M)e-KH^-NMz»
<Xt(M)>- j dme-ß(H(rn)-Nf0(z)

Sm>tVï dMMP-1 exp{-ßNkiM2/2 + 3ßNza1'2M}
/0°° riMMP-1exp{-/?Afc2M2/2 - 3ßNza1l2M}

JS^dMexpl-NMM)}
/0°°dMMP-iexp{-A/2(M)}

where

fi(M) ßkiM2/2 - ß3zal/2M + a log M

f2(M) ßk2M2/2 + ß3za1/2M + a log M.

The contribution of the integration over the angles in the numerator simplifies with the
analogous term in the denominator. Let Ti and t2 be minimum points of functions fi(^Jar)
and f2(y/ar) respectively. Choosing r > tï and applying the Laplace method to compute
the integrals in the numerator and denominator of the r.h.s. of (2.10) we obtain

< X(M) >< W?(V^i>))1/2e-Nh<^r)+NMV^)(1 + o(1)) (2.11)v ' - Nf{(y/är)

Here we have estimated the integral in the numerator by the value of the integrand in the
left endpoint since r > Ti. Now it is easy to obtain the statement of Lemma 1 choosing

r > r0 maxJTi, T*}

where r* is the largest solution of the equation

fi(Vär) f2(Va~T2)

From this Lemma one gets easily:

Lemma 2 T^or any constants B, n the following inequality holds :

E{< MneBM2 >} < (rQ*JÖ)neBaT0 (2.12)

The last lemma is

Lemma 3

E{< C2neBC' >} < KD(2n)an (2.13)

where the constant K does not depend on n, N and D(2n) (2n)n.
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Proof.

According to the symmetry in the index i of the E expectation of the average of Ci with
respect to the Gibbs measure of the Hopfield model, it is enough to prove (2.13) in the case

i l. Let us define a new Hamiltonian:

Hi(rn) H(m)\tf=o,ß=i, ...,P-

Then

m^ r2npBCl ^ F r < ClnzBCl œshß(Ci + fl(z + t)>HE{< C,e >} E{ <coshß{Ci+mz + t)>Hi
}

< E{< C2neßCl cosh/3(C1 + £(z +1)) >Hl} (2.14)

Averaging the r.h.s. of (2.14) with respect to f|,..., ff and using the estimate (2.12) we get
the estimate (2.13).

3 Construction of the a-expansion.

In this section we construct the a-expansion for the order parameter r which has been

introduced in the Hopfield model to take into account the influence of the non-condensed

patterns in the retrieval process. We start from the usual definition of r:

-^E^Eef^f ß>l JV i

Since it is easy to see that for p > 1

i

we can construct the expansion for the quantity jjEß>i < m'' >2- We will consider the
contribution of terms of the order ak. To this end we make the Taylor expansion up to
the order 2fc of tp'(Ci), the derivative of the third order term of the expansion around the
mean-field value z of the function fo(Ci), see formula (2.5).

4>'(Ci) =a2C2 + + a2kC2k + R2k+i(Ci)C2k+l. (3.1)

Note that |aj,| < const )h and |7?2fc+i(Cj)| < const )k+1 since <p is an analytic function.

We construct the a-expansion of < m'' > by using the following formula of integration
by parts which is valid for any differentiable function F(m)

< m'lF(m) >=-,T Gßvh? <F> 4-—^- T G'LV < -J^—F(m) >y—J dV ßNd^ dm» y '

i 2*-

- 773 E G^tit < F(m) ¦ (E a'Cl + R2k+i(CAC2k+1) > (3.2)
JVa

v% 1=2
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Here G (1 — À./!)-1 and according to [6] we have that

||G|| < (1-SAv^)-1 (3.3)

with probability Pn- We denote by symbol <>0 the average with respect to the Hamiltonian
H0(m) containing the linear and quadratic part of the Taylor expansion of the Hamiltonian
H(m) around z:

H0(m) ^d((I - XA)m,m) - NzY,hßmß
2

ß

Applying the formula (3.2) to the variable mß we get

1 2fc

< m" >=< m" >o -TTJ E(G^)" < Œ>^i + R2k+i(Cn)C2k+1) >
iVa ii l=2

Now we construct the second order perturbation term by applying the formula (3.2) to
all terms which contain an expectation <> with the exception of that containing the rest
ß2fc+i(C7j)C'I2ifc+1, because it follows from Lemma 1.2 that its order is a2k+1/2. We write here

the next iteration:

-o ~j^£(G6i)'' < Cn >o< E^cr1 >
ISa h 71=1

r-, £(<%)" < (Cn)2 >o< E«n(n - 1)C7-2 > -~ E(G6,)" < 772fc+1C72fc+1 >
Nd^y¦ w' y n/ 'u-^-«v- -,-„ dN n

+377 E(G&i)" < ChCh > ¦{< E anian2C:rlCZ >
1112 nl"2

+ < J2aniC^-1Cf2k+1R2k+i(Ch) >} (3.4)
m

where we introduced the notation Ci C;— < Ci >o- We remark, that every time we

obtain the term containing the coefficient am ¦ ariM such that J2iLi(ni — 1) > 2fc + 1 or
the term containing R2k+i(Ci)C2k+1, we stop the procedure of integration by parts for this

term, because it will be proved below that all of them have an order larger than 2k. By
repeating the procedure described above 2k times we get

-, 2k

< m" >=< m" >q -T-^pGrfo)" E «m < Cn >o
ll 711=2

+ 377 £(G&i)'t E anian2 < CnCi2 >o< C^~ Ct"2 >o
1112 nln2

_773 E (G6i)M E amai2an3 < CiiCi2 >o< G^Cig >o< C,"1 C,"2 C™3 >0
»1»2»3 'nn2n3

+ + 77" (3.5)
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Here the terms of the type < C,"1-1^2-1^"3 >0 come from the application of the part of
formula (3.2) which doesn't contain the derivative of 4>(C,). In fact if we iterate terms of
the type < C^XC^XC^ > by using this part of formula (3.2) then according to the Wick
theorem we obtain < C1™1-1«^"2-1^™3 >0. 77" is some linear combination of terms which
have the following form

^ Tri E (G^hT < CixCi2 >o< Ci2Cl3 >o •... < CiM_lCiM >o
i\,..ÀM

¦ < eli ¦ ¦ ¦ ¦ ct >o • < err1-'1 ¦¦¦¦ cZ:rl~lMl^-lMRnM(ciM) > (3.6)

where 1 < M < 2k, ni,...,nM, h, ¦ ¦ ¦ ,1m are some integers, satisfying conditions

2<n,<2k, 0<lt<m-l i l,...,M -1
2 < nM < 2k + 1, 0 <Im < nM

and
M

E(n{-l)>2fc + l (3.7)
i=l

and Rn(Ci) 1 for n < 2k and 772jfc+1(Ci) R2k+i(C%). We omit here for simplicity the
coefficients ani anM since as it was remarked after formula (3.1) all of them are bounded.

Since all terms in the r.h.s. of (3.5) except 77" can be calculated exactly as a Gaussian

integrals, our main goal is to show that E{J2ß(R11)2} has an order ak+1.

Theorem 1 The rest Y,ß(Rß)2 ls bounded in L2 norm by the (k + l)th power of a:

E{J2(Rß?} < const ak+1

Remark. The quantity J2ß(Rß)2 can be understood as the rest of the expansion of the

parameter r - Z)^(7n")2 which is considered as the order parameter of the non-condensed

patterns.

In Section 5 we will use bounds on the generic term of this series in order to show that
the replica symmetric saddle-point equations of the Hopfield model, found using the replica
trick in [2] hold at any order of the perturbative expansion in a.

4 Proof of Theorem 1

In order to estimate the rest of the expansion of r it is sufficient to bound the quantity

T= 5{E(*")2}.
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Note that in the definition (3.6) there are two different expectations: one with respect to
the Gibbs measure generated by H(m) and the other one with respect to the Gibbs measure
associated with H0(m), which contains only the linear and quadratic terms of the expansion
of H(m) around the mean-field value z. The strategy for finding a good estimate of the right
hand side of T is to make upper bounds of the single factors before doing the expectations
E, <>, <>0. We start from replacing the product of the expectations in (3.6) by the

expectation of a single factor. To this end we define a set of duplicate variables:

CL EKrC (4.1)
ß

where (m*)" are random variables distributed according to the Gibbs measure generated
by H0(m*), the symbol <>» will be used for indicating the averages with respect to this
measure. Then we define the quantity

Fii E \GiiQ2/0\Ci2CÌ3/0 •
¦ ¦ • \CiM_1CiM)o

Ì2,--.ÌM

• CÏXCrJ*... C^(C;J-RVm+1m(Cim). (4.2)

for some nonnegative integers li,... ,lM, l'j,...,l'M, that according to (3.7) satisfy the
condition

M

E(fc + l[) >2k + l. (4.3)
i=i

Using all these definitions T can be bounded from above using a compact expression

i (G2e ,Ì ¦)
T<W2E{((E-^-^n)*)}

ii,h

< lE{{{\\B\\^F?)t)} < ±E{((\\B\\\Fi\2)A} (4.4)

where we used the symmetry in the index i of the E expectation and we have introduced
the notation £, for the set Ç,1,..., ff and the symbol (G2£. ,£. for the sum Z^G2)^,"^.
||ö|| is the norm of the N x N matrix:

Bi^^lvlj) (4-5)

Now we look for a bound for ||Fi||, and we need to introduce new notations. First we

decompose the matrix Aßv as the sum of another matrix A " and a projector Pß":

Aßv -jß" + a ^V

where the matrix P'w -(,iÇ( is a projector. We will apply the simple identity:

d - a.4)- - d - xAr + ^-^r%n(i-^)-%r (4 6)(1 XA)ß„-(l XA)lw +
p ^^^^yi^j 14.5)
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We use the notations:

GßV (1 - XA)~l, Gllv (1 - XÄ);

in the last formula the quantity < CiCj >i and 5^- are defined by the equality with
---(G^,^.). The identity (4.6) can be written now in a shorter form which will be helpful
for our estimates:

4 4 + T=rbßiV^ (4-7)

with ô jj(GÇ ,£ ^TrG + o(l) and o(l) —? Ojv^oo- Finally let us introduce some
diagonal matrices which will allow us to write Fi in a more compact form:

(Dk)xj 8t](C*)hc} for l<k<M-l
(DM^^Ô^qy-C^R^JC^) for k M

Finally Fl can be written in a suitable form :

7\ Y.{DiB°D2B° 5°)lt.(öM)« (4.8)
t

Let p x^rj and let us subsitute each 5° in Fj with its "expansion" 5t° 5^ + pB^Blj.
We obtain a sum of terms in which some of the 5° are replaced by pBhB\i and the others

by B}-. Let F[kl ^ be the term obtained by making 2 of the replacements 5,° —» pB^B^
in Fi at the places ki,... ,ki then we can write:

AU h =Pl E (öiß1 - - ¦ Dkl)i,ikiB}kvlBlH+ul
ife1,.-.,ifcI+l,*M

•(T^+iS1... öfc2)ifci+M^ • 5/fc2]15li/t2+1

¦ (Dkl_iBl...Dh)ikl-i,ikBÌkviB}ki+ul ¦ (7Jfcl+i51...7JM)Ifei+1,lM. (4.9)

In writing the equation (4.9) we assumed that the "substitution" Bf, —> pBhB\i has been
done respectively for the 5° matrix which is between Dkl and Dkl+i, for the 5° matrix which
is between Dk2 and F/^+i and so on up to the 5° matrix which is between Dkl and Dkl+i,
in all the other terms 5° —> Ö1. After having found the estimate of F\ k k a sum over all
the possible values of / and of fci,..., fcj must be done which gives a constant depending on
M only, since the upper bound that we find is uniform on l,ki,...,ki. Making the sum in
(4.9) over all the indices ikl,. ,ikl,ikl+i we get:

FlM h P' E^i-B1 • ¦ ¦ DklB%^Dkl+iBl... Dk2Bl)i,i
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¦(B1Dh+iB1...DM)itlM (4.10)

We observe that if one of the indices inside one of the groups

(BlDkß1...Dkj)hi

is equal to 1, then we can consider this group as the product of some smaller groups of the
same kind. Thus without limitation of generality we can consider all the sums in the matrix
products inside these groups starting from 2 in all the formula which appear after (4.10). In
the estimate of E {« ||5|||Fi|2 >«>} there will be a sum over two sets of indices fci,..., ki,

mi,..., mil corresponding to the pair F[k k F^m m, coming from the |F2| term but
the same argument as before holds. The final expression that we have to consider is:

FliM,..MFLi,.,mi, Pl+V E (DiB1 - - - DklB\i... (BlDh+iBl... DM)i,,M
ÌMJM

¦ (DiB1... DmiB%,i... (BlDmil+iBx... DM)i,]M (4.11)

In the formula (4.11) the terms of the type (DiB1.. .D^B1)^ are estimated differently
from the terms of the type (B1Dkl+iB1... Dm)i,ìm as we will show now.

Part A. Estimate of (Dkl+iBx... Dkl+1Bx)iti terms.

(DiB1D2B1D3... BlDkl)iti E(öi)nßH
ij

¦(D2B'D3 B'D^B), (Di)n E^Jf ¦ (• ¦ •), *' ^
ij

^"cßtv TTtPcttP

ßNd v"'tJ ßNd

7iß"eßcv n wfip<>

(A)n(E + E) E^C - V# (DiMUi + U2) (4.12)

Since in the product of the matrices G, 5, Di does not appear £", averaging with respect to
Ç we get that the L2 norm of U2 is negligible. In fact:

E M ißim2E{ E E zTffer • (• • -)^pm

2
F(Tr(ö(...)5(...))) 0(i)

(ßNd)2
v v v"v y'"'" yN

where B is defined analogously to 5:

We can finally write :

\(DiB1D2B^D3 BxDkl)iti\ (Di)uUi + 0(N~1'2)
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c,ß"çtinpvpi
(A)ii E 7~ 3(D2B1D3. ..BxDkl)lJ + 0(N-V2)

1(Di)uTT(BD2B1D3...B1Dkl)
1

After having reduced the form of the term (4.12) to the simpler form written above we can
apply our strategy for bounding the terms of Ft before making the expectations with respect
to the patterns. We will use repeatedly the following inequality for matrices A, B and C,
with C being a positive matrix:

^-TrCA^B < WCWijjTrAAWijjTrBB*)1'2 (4.13)

where A^ is the adjoint of the matrix A. In order to show how formula (4.13) is applied we
take the example fci 4 and we call

774 ÌTr(5£>251535154)

the term which we will analyze, the (Di)u factor will be substituted in the final estimate

with a term of the form Cx '(Cj)2l which is obtained by the same arguments we are going
to show. We can use the inequality (4.13) by setting :

A* D2B1D3, B 5154, C B,

Then we get

|774| < ||5|| ¦ l^TrB'DlB'Din^TrB'D2^2

Let us apply (4.13) again to

\±TrB'D2B'D23\ < \Lti(B^D42\^
For the other factor we get:

|^TrB?I?2l1/a < ||5i|||^Tr7J44r.

|54| < ||5|| • \\Bl\\2\-TrD4]V4\ ¦ | Tr^niö^ll-Tr^r (4.14)

Collecting these estimates we obtain the inequality:

±TrD4n.\jjTrD43\l'4\\Bl\\]±.

These arguments can be repeated for all the factors of the formula (4.11) of the type .)n.
The final term which we get from these estimates should be then of the form of the product
of traces of diagonal matrices Dk each to a certain power. In order to apply the Lemmas
of section I to these terms we will use Holder and Schwartz inequalities. In fact the generic
term I^TrTJfl1/8 will be estimated using its definition:

(Dk)a (Ct^'Cif'^ij
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from which we get:

^Tr^r<|lE(C*)^1/8|77Ecf'fcll/8
'N

Thus

IÌ-tv^i^iIt^i^iItt^i^
< I^E(^)8^E(^8^E(Q)8^1/8-l4Ecf^E^ÌE^11/8 (4.15)iii IIIThen by the inequality

^E<4E^E«r
i i i

with at > 0 Vi, which follows from the Holder inequality |(a,&)| < ||a."l'|I1/'1'!|6Ä|I1/"5 with
7 £±2 and 5 ^ we have

KDiB'D.B'D^D^l < IISIHIS1!!2

.(_ y^fQ*\s(h+h+k)\i/sr]_ y^ ^rSK+'a+'ìlu/s
i i

Applying these estimates for the ,)n terms we get the bound for T:

T<constF(((G1)^(Gr)2^(^EC2'')?(^E(C*)2r>'FilFil)*) (4-16)
i i

Here Fi and F1 are the terms that remain in the r.h.s. of (4.10) after estimating all .)n
by the above procedure and Pi,pi,<2, qf,r, r' are some integers. Since Gi and C{ come from

(Di)n but can come also from other terms of the same type, then p\ > l[ and pi > li.

Part B. Estimate of the (B1Dkl+i... Dm)ì,ìm terms.

The rest of our estimates will be concentrated from now on the terms |Fi|, IFJ in the
formula (4.16). We will analyze them in the case which is the "worst", i.e. in the case

in which all the terms of the expansion belong to them or in other words we consider the
case when there are no diagonal terms (B1Dkl+iB1... Dk2)iti. We are going to average first
with respect to {ÇA- Then we obtain an expression similar to the last factor in the r.h.s.

of formula (4.8) but with at least one product BlD less. We now explain in detail how
this program is realized. First we note that, since one can drop from the sums jj J2i C2r

the terms with i 1, we can consider these sums as independent of £ Let ip be any
function of the patterns f then its double expectation << ip >*> can be written in a form
useful for our program in which we use the following symbols and notations: Fç is the

expectation with respect the random variables £ 77i already introduced in section 1) is

the full Hamiltonian of the system in which all the variables £ are put equal to zero, H^
is the Hamiltonian containing only the quadratic and linear terms of the expansion around
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the mean field solution of H(m*) in which all the variables £ are put equal to zero. Then
we write

^«1^)».=
E f ((V> cosh(/?(G1 + CS + z)) exp{ßdX(Cl)2 + ßz £„e^K)^^^ \ (cosh/3(Gi + Ö(* + z)))H,(exp{/3dA(Gf)2 + ßz^&tKm*)"})^
< Eçjiip cosh(ß(Ci + eS + z)) exp{ßdX(C^ + /9z£fftf(mT}>ffi>J%

ß

(expl-^Eeî'CÎm"})^. (4.17)
ß

In the above calculations we bounded the cosh/3(Ci + £*(£ + z)) in the denominator from
below by 1, the other expectation

(exp{ßdX(C*1)2 + ßz E tftì(mY}>*5l

has been bounded using Jensen's inequality < ^4 >_1<< A-1 > and dropping the exponent
e-ßd\(c*) ^ third Hamiltonian 50i which is defined as 77^ for variables m has been
introduced in order to write the product of the two expectations appearing in (4.17) with
only one average. Finally we get:

EiJiiPii^H)»- (((V(£1)coSh(/3(Gi +es + z))

exp{ßdX(Cl)2 + ^E^iK)" - ßzJ2&£™ß})ni)BSi)Hoi- (4-18)
ß ß

Since it is easier to average exponents which contain only linear terms we make a gaussian
integral in order to linearize the quadratic term ßXd(C{)2. We use the formula:

r dte-^l2
EtjmjÌH^H j -^-=- ¦ ({(iPdj cosh ß(Ci+es+z))

expity/ßdXC; + /fc£tfCÌ(mT - /?zE^iW})ffoUm)>ff0ym*)>tfi(m) (4-19)
ß ß

Applying these manipulations to our case we get that inside the triple average (4.19) we will
have the expression:

U F2 cosh ß(Ci + e (t + z))cfl (C{)2h

exp{tyßEci + ^EerCÎK)" - /feEtffim*}
ß ß

(E&F")*C?*{Ci)* expÇZ&f1}
ß ß

where we introduced the notations:

F" -~ E(G£I)"(F,1+151... DM)llM
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/" ±ß(mß + 8^(z +1)) + tsJßdXCi +ßzJ2 &tl(mT + ß E &&7^
ß ß

By the help of these symbols we write (4.19) in a shorter form:

ElSU) < Fii{E(^)2^i''1(^)2i,eXp(£1,/)}
ß

+ Fêi{E FßF»-£-C2lHc*i)2h exp^,/)} (4.20)
ßi>

d2

dgd&

where the derivative ^ihjp stands for indicating all the possible way to extract the coefficients

of the product £"£i from the expression Gx 1(C{)2h exp(£ /). Calculating this term we get
the sum

Eii{J2FßF^exp(ivl)(mßm^l'1(2l'1 - l)cf^2(C{)2h

+ (m*Y(m*Y2li(2li - l)C2l[ (C*)2h~2 + /"/"cf^C*)2'1)...} (4.21)

Each term in (4.20) can be estimated from above by means of the Schwarz inequality as in
the example:

IEF"F"/"m"| < E(^)2M(E(r)2)1/2
ßV ß ß

Since by definition /" is a linear combination of m", (m*)" and m" we have to estimate
expressions of the form:

^i{E(^)2^2^f1"2(GÎ)2'1exp(£1,/)}
ß

F,i{E(F")2(M*)2Gfi(Gi*)2^exp(£1,/)}
ß

Eix{YJ(F^)2(M)2C^(C{)2^ exp^, /)} (4.22)
ß

Note that F", (M*)2, (M)2, M2 do not depend on £ thus inside (4.22) the only terms which
we have really to average are of the type:

< F^fC?'1}E1i[3{(Cl)^}(Eiiy/3{exp3(£>,/)}

< D^3(6li)D^3(6l2)M2l'^M*)2h exp{3E(D2}
ß

D1/3(6li)D^3(6l2)M2l^(M*)2h exp{K(M2 + (M*)2t2 + (M)2)} (4.23)

where D(n) is the function introduced in Lemma 1.3. In the first of the inequality of (4.23)
we used again Schwarz inequality using the first factor as a weight and then we used Holder
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inequality. We show here the intermediate steps of this calculation using the auxiliary
variables x, y and z for simplicity:

E(xyz) < E^2(xy2)E^2(xz2) < Ell6(x3)Ell3(y3)E1l(i(x3)E1l3(z3)

< El/3(x3)Ell3(y3)E1l3(z3) (4.24)

We used Holder inequality with p 3, q — 3/2 in the second line of (4.24). We now estimate

E,(F")2:

E(i?")2 ^73E E (Giir(Ger(Dh+i...DM)ÜM(Dkl+1B1...DM)jJM
ß Pnd ß ì.ìmmm

E i.Bl)2i:j(Dkl+i... DM)uM(Dkl+iBl... DM)jJM
ßNdt 'J*,MM

1 N

<3773llSlH2E( E (Dh+iB\..DM)llM)2. (4.25)
P^a i=2 i,iM=2

After the average over the £ variables we get:

F{T} < const \\B^\\2E{(^Y,Crn^.Ctr'Y
i i

.M2l'i(M*)2h exp{K(M2 + (M*)2t2 + (M)2)}

¦ E (BlDh+i... DM\lM(BlDkl+i... DM)2iJM} (4.26)
ìmJm

In (4.26) the factor jj which was in the last line of (4.25) has been cancelled together with
the J2i using the symmetry of E averages wih respect to the neuronal indices. Now we have

got an expression which is of the same form of the last factor in (4.11), which is the goal that
we were looking for, there is just one const in front of the term, but with no dependence on
£ and a B1D product less. The terms which disappeared are substituted by new term which

are not depending on £r ,£N like the factors M2l't(M*)2h exp(K(M2 + (M*)2t2 + (M)2)).
Since we got the same form we can apply again the same estimates M times and get at the
end of all

E{T} < const / n^- ¦ F(«(i E Q")^ E(^)2r>'M2«+-+'«)(M*)2C'+-^)
/2tt

exp{7Y"(M2 + (M)2) + K(M*)2)(tì ¦¦¦+ 4)}>» (4.27)

In (4.27) the triple expectations <<< >>> is respect to the Gibbs measures associated

respectively to the Hamiltonians HM, H^M H0M which are obtained from the Hamiltonians
H, H0 by dropping the terms containing £i,..., £m according to our iterative procedure. We

can then apply Lemma 1.2, formula (2.12):

(M"e™!) < (T0y/a)neBaT0
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putting it directly into the formula (4.27) from which we get the last inequality

M Jr.p-«2/2
E{T} < const / n r— (t0A/o7)2C'+-+'m+''+-+^)

exp [aTQK(t\ ...+t2M))< const (a)fc+1 (4.28)

Which is the statement that we wanted to proof. For completeness we give show also how
to bound the norm of the (51)2 operator.

IKs1)2!! < suP -L_(g2y.^,Y,^) < Aliali «up ^EŒ>02
\\x\\=ißNd -. Y ßd IWhiN ßi
< h\G2\\ sup e^4e^ < ^IIG2

ßd |W|=i j: N y ßd

5 a-expansion for A

In this section we apply the expansion that we have found in the previous section to the
variance of r, the order parameter of the Hopfield model.

In fact we show that all the coefficients of the a expansion of the quantity A defined by

A fJE(<™"™i/> -<m"xmI/>)2} (5.1)

are vanishing in the thermodynamic limit. In [1] we have shown that the selfaveraging
of the Edwards-Anderson parameter q implies the selfaveraging of the parameter r and
A —> 0. It is simple to invert these derivations and show that A —* 0 implies selfaveraging
of q and r. The Hamiltonian which has been used in [1] for this proof has an additional
term eVN J2 7"m" where 71,... ,7P are independent Gaussian variables with zero mean and
variance 1. After the thermodynamical limit was done we send e —> 0. But if we add this
term in our Hamiltonian then all derivations of Sections II and III remain valid since this
term is linear in m" and vanishing when e —* 0. Thus if we prove that all coefficients of a
expansion for A tend to zero, we can conclude that all coefficients of variance of parameters
q and r tend to zero and then the result [1] gives us that replica symmetry equations are
true when a —> 0 in any order of a. This conclusion is important for the rigorous foundation
of the replica solution of the Hopfield model. We state the main result of this section in a
theorem:

Theorem 2 All the coefficient of the a expansion of A vanish when N —» 00.
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Proof.

We use the expansion (3.5) and its analog for < mßmv >, but since now we are considering
only terms of order less then ak we will not consider the term 5" and therefore only averages
< >o will be used in this Section. Thus

1 1 2k

< mßmv >=< m" >0< m" >0 +^G"" - ^ < m" >o E(G&i)M E ah {Cll)0
<~^ i\ r?l=2

-i 2k

-7^<^>oE(^rE^i(^)01 " t', i'l=2

+ 77^5 E(G£i)fl(G£,;)"E^i^ <^r1Gri)o + (5.2)
ii*, ^2

Comparing with the expression (3.5) for < m" > one can conclude that up to terms of order

greater than k :

((m"~ < m" >)(mv- < m" >)) t^G"" + Lßv

where Lßv is a linear combination of terms the type:

1

(ßNd)2 h
tßv < -r±— E (G£ii)"(G£ji)!'(GI1G2)o(Gl2G,,)o •... (GM_1GM)0

¦(CnCJ2)0(CJ2Cn)Q •... (Gjs_1G7-s)o • [(G^1 •... C^Cj\ •... C^)0

-(^•...G^)o(G^....G^)0] (5.3)

According to the Wick theorem the difference in the square parenthesis is the sum of terms
of such a form:

In n \ Ir^-i c^—i Wmz-^'i W!.-i z^'sxl^H/OlCi, • • • L-ir_i • • ¦ ^iM^ii ¦ • • c^,, • • • °js/0

Therefore in order to estimate E {lTJ,i„(7y"'/)2 f it is enough to estimate:

Trv TßNdJ4E. „^

(G Sn'Sj^G Ìi')Ìj')(Ci1Ci2)o(Ci2Gi3)o ¦ • • • (GlM_,GIM)o

¦(GJ1Gj2)o(Gj2Gj3)o ¦... (Gjs_1Gjs)o(Gj/Gi')o(Gi^G^)o •
• • • (G,'m_1Gi/m)0

'(GjjG;./)o(G;.'Cj/)o •¦•• (Gj' _1Gj^)o

(CiAMcll ¦ ¦ ¦ clc_\... cYMc\... cl;1... cfs)0

(Ci, Chicli G^Zi ClrMC\ dJT1... c|)o (5.4)

Following the ideas and notations of Section 4 we introduce the matrix 5°, already used in
the preceeding section, and the matrix 5*2'. Then we need also the diagonal matrices D,
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similar to the matrix Dk of Section 4 but with a simpler structure, and the matrices F^\
F(2). These matrices are defined in such a way that we can apply the inequality (4.13) to
the quantity TTV.

4 ^(^.li) (^4-)o

(2) _J_
ßNd

b:> (g2Uj)

Dij SijdF^ 8l} E(5°D/'-15°... D1m~1 B°)ÜC\M
i

42) SH E(ß°^~lß° • ¦ • D^B0),,^ (5.5)

In fact we can rewrite (5.4) in the more suitable form:

T™
*

noFlTrF^rA-^0 DhB<-2)Dh Dl^)F^B°
(ßNd)2

¦ F^(Dl'^B° D'iB^D'iB0 Dl'-^)F^B0} (5.6)

Now we are able to apply the above mentioned identities and get

Trv < const jjEl'2{±Tr{D2il'-1+~+h\FW)4)o}

¦F1/2{-Tr(52«-i+¦¦¦+,i>(F<2>)4>o}

Repeating almost literally the arguments of the previous section it is easy to show that the

quantities

E{±Tr(D2L(FM)4)0} E{(D2L(F^)4n)0}E{^Tr(D2L(F^)4)0}

E{(D2L(F^)4U)0}

are uniformly bounded in TV. Then we got that

Trv < const —

and therefore it is proven that all the coefficients of the a expansion of A —> Ojv^oo. Finally,
if we use the result of [1] according to which the replica symmetric saddle-point equations are

true up to terms of the order 0(A1//4), we can conclude that the replica symmetric solution
is true in any order of a and that it gives us all the coefficients of the a expasion of the order

parameters r, q and m1.
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6 Conclusions

As it was mentioned above, our results imply that the replica simmetrie solution for the
Hopfield model [2] is true at any order of a. Since one can see that the rest of our expansion
satisfies the inequality

ET2 < n\(ca)n

then we cannot derive from it the convergence of the series. Of course, having the analiticity
for a ^ 0 of our observables we could get the Borei summability, unfortunately it is not
possible to have this property because a is defined only as a rational number and doesn't

appear explicitely in the formulae. From the other side we cannot expect to have analytic
behaviour directly from the solution of the saddle point equations in the replica symmetry
case:

t dze~z2l2 "
m" E /==-£" tanh^Vôrz + E(m" + ft")É")

r dze~z I2 s

/ tanh2 ß(Vh7Fz + E (m" + /i")£")
J V27T ß=i

(l-ß(l-q))2
In fact from these equations we evidently see the non-analyticity at the point a — 0 even
if we take as independent variable ^Ja and so we cannot expect to have convergent series

or Borei summability expanding directly. But it is interesting to note that if we add to the
Hamiltonian (4.1) a term J^ì^ìSì with hi independent random gaussian r.v with zero mean
and variance h2 then the above system becomes:

t dze'^l2 .4,
ml/ E ^=-£" tanh/^Var + rV 2 + E(m" + ^)H

J \J2tx ..-,ß=i

dze-_^l_2

2tt
E / =- tanh2 ß(Var + h2z + £("*" + /»")£"

J V27T ß=1

(1-/3(1 -q))2
which now has analytic solutions for a — 0. Therefore we can hope to construct for such

a model a convergent series for m", q, r. The starting point in this direction is to have

an analogue of the result [6] for this model with Gaussian random terms, i.e. to find the
limit when a —» 0 of the limit free-energy f(a, h). This program will be completed in our
following papers.
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